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Abstract
The pandemic in 2020 caused an abrupt change in the emission of anthropogenic
aerosols and their precursors. We estimate the associated change in the aerosol
radiative forcing at the top of the atmosphere and the surface. To that end,
we perform new simulations with the CMIP6 global climate model EC-Earth3.
The simulations use the here newly created data for the anthropogenic aerosol
optical properties and an associated effect on clouds from the simple plumes
parameterization, based on revised SO2 and NH3 emission scenarios. Our results
highlight the small impact of the pandemic on the global aerosol radiative forcing
in 2020 compared to the CMIP6 scenario SSP2-4.5 of the order of +0.04 Wm−2,
which is small compared to the natural year-to-year variability in the radiation
budget. Natural variability also limits the ability to detect a meaningful regional
difference in the anthropogenic aerosol radiative effects. We identify the best
chances to find a significant change in radiation at the surface during cloud-
free conditions for regions that were strongly polluted in the past years. The
post-pandemic recovery scenarios indicate a spread in the aerosol forcing of -
0.68 to -0.38 Wm−2 for 2050 relative to the pre-industrial, which translates to
a difference of +0.05 to -0.25 Wm−2 compared to the 2050 baseline from SSP2-
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4.5. This spread falls within the present-day uncertainty in aerosol radiative
forcing and the CMIP6 spread in aerosol forcing at the end of the 21st century.
We release the new MACv2-SP data for studies on the climate response to the
pandemic and the recovery scenarios. Our 2050 forcing estimates suggest that
sustained aerosol emission reductions during the post-pandemic recovery cause
a stronger climate response than in 2020, i.e., there is a delayed influence of the
pandemic on climate.
Keywords: anthropogenic aerosols, radiative forcing, COVID-19 pandemic,
scenarios, CMIP6, CovidMIP
1. Introduction
The aerosol burden in 2020 is affected by reduced emissions of anthropogenic
aerosols and their precursors associated with the global COVID-19 pandemic.
Many countries have witnessed a reduction in socio-economic activities and lock-
downs. The associated decline in traffic and industrial productivity have led to5
marked regional reductions in atmospheric pollution improving the air quality
(e.g., van Heerwaarden et al., 2021; Ranjan et al., 2020). Figure 1 illustrates
the observed anomaly in the mid-visible aerosol optical depth, τ ′, for northern
hemisphere spring in 2020, calculated as the difference against the 20-year spring
climatology from NASA’s MODIS satellite product MOD08 M3 v6.1 (Acker and10
Leptoukh, 2007; Platnick et al., 2015), assessed in more detail by Sanap (2021).
Pronounced negative τ ′ in spring 2020 are identified for Eastern and South-
ern Asia as well as the Northwest Pacific. Even Europe and North America,
where the mean anthropogenic aerosol burden is relatively small, have seen less
aerosols during spring 2020. Albeit an influence of negative regional trends in15
anthropogenic aerosol emissions due to legislation (e.g., Sun et al., 2018; Chu
et al., 2020; Cherian and Quaas, 2020), and variability in aerosol emissions from
natural sources (e.g., Riemer et al.; Song et al., 2021), the pandemic is a clear
contributor to τ ′, consistent with other findings. For instance, the pandemic
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Figure 1: Observed anomaly in aerosol optical depth for northern hemisphere spring 2020.
Shown is the anomaly in the aerosol optical depth (τ ′) at 550 nm for March–May 2020 against
the climatology of the same months for 2000–2020 from MODIS.
tionally blue skies and new extremes in surface irradiance (van Heerwaarden
et al., 2021). Improved air quality associated with COVID-19 lockdowns were
also documented for India (Srivastava et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021), Iran
(Broomandi et al., 2020), and the United States (Berman and Ebisu, 2020).
The emission reductions due to the COVID-19 pandemic are thought to po-25
tentially influence climate (e.g., Forster et al., 2020a; Gettelman et al.; Yang
et al., 2020), but the emission reductions are not considered in the contempo-
rary climate simulations of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6
(CMIP6, Eyring et al., 2016), used for assessing climate changes by the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The construction of the CMIP630
scenarios of anthropogenic emissions has therefore been revisited (Forster et al.,
2020b). Based on the new emission data, the scientific community plans to in-
vestigate the co-occurrence of climate anomalies and the COVID-19 impacts on
global air quality. To this end, a new climate model inter-comparision project
for 2015–2050 with the revised emission scenarios has been proposed (Covid-35
MIP, Lamboll et al., 2021) under the umbrella of the Detection and Attribu-
tion Model Intercomparison Project (DAMIP, Gillett et al., 2016) endorsed by
CMIP6. Nine CMIP6 models in the sixth assessment report of the IPCC (IPCC,











2017; Stevens et al., 2017). Some of them like EC-Earth3 and MPI-ESM1.2 par-40
ticipate in CovidMIP and therefore need MACv2-SP input data consistent with
the new emission data of CovidMIP. We here derive these new input data for
MACv2-SP and provide it for use in climate studies.
The aim of the present study is to estimate the impact of the COVID-19 pan-
demic on the radiative forcing of anthropogenic aerosols for the pandemic year45
2020 and the new recovery scenarios in 2050. A first estimate of the radiative
forcing associated with aerosol-radiation interaction from a complex aerosol-
climate model has been made for spring 2020 (Weber et al., 2020). Here, we
provide the first estimates of the effective radiative forcing for the entire years
2020 and 2050 from MACv2-SP that account for both aerosol-radiation and50
aerosol-cloud interactions as well as the large impact of the variability in rapid
adjustments. To this end, we derive and describe the new MACv2-SP data for
the anthropogenic aerosol optical properties and an associated effect on clouds
for 2015–2050 from the revised aerosol emissions (Forster et al., 2020b). These
emission data cover different recovery pathways after the pandemic ranging from55
fossil-fuel based to green developments into the future. We use the here newly
constructed MACv2-SP data in the CMIP6 model EC-Earth3 (Döscher et al.,
2021), which uses MACv2-SP as standard to represent anthropogenic aerosols.
EC-Earth3 simulates aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions including
both the Twomey effect and cloud adjustments with MACv2-SP. We perform60
new atmosphere-only experiments with EC-Earth3 and estimate the effective
radiative forcing (ERF) of the anthropogenic aerosols in 2020 and 2050 at the
top of the atmosphere and the surface. Details of our methods are given in Sec-
tion 2, followed by our results in Section 3, and a discussion with conclusions in
Section 4.65
2. Methods
2.1. Emissions of SO2 and NH3











the COVID-19 pandemic on current and future anthropogenic emissions. These
scenarios are:70
• A baseline scenario (base) without any impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
and the measures to contain it;
• A two-year-blip scenario (blp) that assumes emissions return to the base-
line scenario after a two-year reduction in emissions due to temporary
societal lockdowns and disruptions;75
• A fossil-fuel recovery scenario (ff ) that assumes the recovery from the
COVID-19 economic downturn preferentially supports polluting fossil-
fuel-based economic sectors;
• A moderate and strong green recovery scenario (called mg and sg, respec-
tively) that assume different levels of preferential stimulus of green sectors80
during the recovery from COVID-19 (e.g., see Andrijevic et al., 2020) that
would lead to limiting global mean temperature increase relative to prein-
dustrial levels to well below 2◦C and to 1.5◦C, respectively (Forster et al.,
2020b).
The near-term evolution of SO2 and NH3 during the COVID-19 lockdown period85
uses the activity scaling method of Forster et al. (2020b). For the extensions
beyond the COVID-19 lockdown period and until 2050, the large-scale global
relationships between greenhouse gases, aerosols and aerosol precursors as found
in detailed emissions scenarios derived with integrated assessment models is used
(Lamboll et al., 2020b). That is the emission data produced with the python90
package Silicone v1.0.0 for inferring emission data of multiple chemical species.
It allows to fill missing data of one species based on reports on emissions of other
species, e.g., N2O projections for a given CO2 emission using the relationship
of N2O and CO2 from another scenario. Emissions evolutions of SO2 and NH3
compatible with each of the above scenarios have been estimated, based on the95
relationships found in the scenario ensemble compiled and assessed as part of











Global Warming of 1.5◦C (Rogelj et al., 2018; Huppmann et al., 2018). The
dataset defines eight emission sectors, namely agriculture, energy, waste, trans-
portation, international shipping, and solvent production and application as100
well as industrial, residential, and commercial sectors plus a remaining fraction
classified as other.
For illustrating the difference in emissions due to the pandemic in 2020, we
show the difference in the emission sum of SO2 and NH3 emissions from all
sectors for 2020 for the blp scenario against base (Figure 2). The reduction in105
the emissions of SO2 plus NH3 due to the pandemic is globally visible, with
particularly pronounced impacts on the emissions in Asia and the Pacific coast
of South America measured by the absolute differences (Figure 2a). Emission
changes for 2020 associated with the pandemic translate to regional differences
by up to -37% at the Western coast of South America and mostly -14% over110
the oceans relative to base, while reductions in Asian countries are at the order
of a few percent (Figure 2b). In the global area-weighted mean, the reduction
of the SO2 plus NH3 emission sum for 2020 is -11% in blp against base. The
reduction in SO2 emissions (-14%) is slightly stronger than for NH3 emissions
(-10%). The percentage reductions in SO2 and NH3 emissions per sector are115
similar. Strongest reductions in the 2020 emission sums are associated with
transportation (-20%), international shipping (-14%) and industrial sources (-
14%) in blp relative to base. There are no differences for agriculture, waste, and
solvents production and applications. Emissions of SO2 and NH3 are used to
construct the MACv2-SP data in the next Section.120
2.2. Anthropogenic aerosol parameterization
We use the emissions of SO2 and NH3 from Forster et al. (2020b) to create
the new input data for the novel simple-plumes parameterization MACv2-SP
(Fiedler et al., 2017; Stevens et al., 2017) in use for representing anthropogenic
aerosol effects in climate models of CMIP6 (e.g., Fiedler et al., 2019a; Mau-125
ritsen et al., 2019). MACv2-SP prescribes month-to-month and year-to-year
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Figure 2: Aerosol emission difference for 2020 due to pandemic. Shown are the reduction in
the emission sum of SO2 and NH3 for the blp scenario against base (a) as absolute difference
in gm−2 per year and (b) as percentage change per year relative to base. All values are based
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Figure 3: MACv2-SP τa in 2050. Shown is the annual mean in anthropogenic aerosol optical
depth (τa) at 550 nm for the (a) fossil-fuel based, (b) moderate green, and (c) strong green
scenario. Grey symbols mark the centers of the aerosol plumes associated with industrial
pollution (circles) and emissions from both industry and biomass burning (rectangles).
erties and associated effects on clouds. Temporal changes from 1850 to 2100
have been derived by scaling the anthropogenic aerosol optical depth of 2005
with the CMIP6 emission amounts of SO2 and NH3 (Stevens et al., 2017; Fiedler130
et al., 2019b). Emissions of SO2 and NH3 are chosen for consistency with earlier
data constructions for MACv2-SP, motivated by the assumption that tempo-
ral changes in other anthropogenic aerosol species correlate with them (Stevens
et al., 2017), e.g., NOx. Large-scale co-variability in NOx, SO2, and NH3 is
for instance also found for the emission data used here (Forster et al., 2020a).135
Evaluating the MACv2-SP approach against the aerosol optical depth from
a complex aerosol-climate model indicates similar regional scaling behaviours
(Fiedler et al., 2019b). Moreover, our MACv2-SP data in CovidMIP models
generate results that fall within the spread from aerosol-climate model simula-
tions with more complex aerosol treatments (Jones et al., 2021). A complete140
technical description of MACv2-SP is given by Stevens et al. (2017). Again
previous data for MACv2-SP did not account for the effect of the pandemic on
anthropogenic emissions. We therefore create here new MACv2-SP input data,
based on the emission data sets for 2015–2050 accounting for the COVID-19
pandemic and the four recovery scenarios from Forster et al. (2020b).145
For creating the new MACv2-SP data, we scale the anthropogenic aerosol
optical depth and the effect on clouds from 2005 to other years by multiplying











matical functions in MACv2-SP use the values in the plume centers to create the
three dimensional distribution of the aerosol extinction. As an example, Figure150
3 shows the maps of the mid-visible anthropogenic aerosol optical depth in 2050
from MACv2-SP for three scenarios that we derive here. Technically, we create
annual scaling factors for each plume center and each year to be represented in
MACv2-SP.
Our method for constructing the scaling factors for MACv2-SP is similar to155
the method for the CMIP6 scenarios (Fiedler et al., 2019b). The anthropogenic
aerosol optical depth τi in each plume center i = 1, ..., 9 is scaled with the
emission scaling factor Ei for the years t with:
τi(t) = Ei(t)τi(2005) (1)
We use τi(2005) at 550 nm from Stevens et al. (2017). The scaling factors Ei(t)
are constructed from the anthropogenic emission εik of the species k. These are160
the gridded emission data for SO2 and NH3 from the emission data version 4
(Forster et al., 2020b). These emission data are provided on a longitude-latitude
grid with a resolution of 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ (Figure 2). The calculation of Ei(t) follows
Fiedler et al. (2019a):
Ei(t) =
∑
k=1,2 wk[εik(t) − εik(1850)]∑
k=1,2 wk[εik(2005) − εik(1850)]
(2)
The emissions of 1850 and 2005 are taken from the CMIP6 historical emission165
data. We consider emissions from all anthropogenic sectors provided by Forster
et al. (2020b), and include open burning emissions from the CMIP6 scenario
SSP2-4.5. SSP2-4.5 is the baseline for the experiments to be carried out in
CovidMIP (Lamboll et al., 2021). The anthropogenic emissions εik are inte-
grated values over the 10 x 10 grid boxes surrounding the plume center. The170
weights wk for the two species are w1 = 0.645 for SO2 and w2 = 0.355 for NH3,
representing the forcing ratio of sulphate against ammonium for present day
(Stevens et al., 2017).
Figure 4 shows examples of the scaling factors for each of the nine aerosol













Figure 4: Example of the scaling factors for the aerosol optical depth in the centre of the
aerosol plumes for two scenarios. Shown are the annual scaling factors for the color-coded
plumes calculated from the (solid) baseline and (dashed) two-year-blip emissions for the years
provided in the data. The pandemic period 2019–2023 is marked with grey shading.
trates the reduction of Ei for 2020–2021. The reduction for Ei is particularly
strong for the plumes over India and South America. These are consistent with
emission reductions in anthropogenic aerosols and their precursors in many re-
gions across Asia for 2020 (Figure 2). In South America, the reductions are
particularly strong near the Pacific coast. Comparably smaller changes are seen180
in Europe, Africa, and North America, consistent with relatively less emission
reductions.
MACv2-SP typically uses one Ei(t) per decade with linear interpolation in
between. This is the same here, except that we also construct the scaling factors
for the individual years around 2020 for consistency with the new emission data185
considering the pandemic. We note that the observed small-scale structures
in the aerosol burden, e.g., like in local observations, cannot be created with
MACv2-SP owing to the design and purpose of this parameterization (Stevens
et al., 2017). MACv2-SP is a fast and flexible parameterization of anthropogenic
aerosols to represent their effects on climate. As such results from using these190











scale influence and not as local constraints of the forcing for individual years.
Aerosol absorption is prescribed with the single scattering albedo of ω0 =
0.93 for industrial plumes and ω0 = 0.87 for plumes additionally affected by
biomass burning, marked in Figure 3a, accounting for regional differences in the195
aerosol mixture. The asymmetry parameter, γ = 0.63, is constant. MACv2-SP
uses the Angstrom exponent α = 2 to interpolate the aerosol optical properties
for different wavelengths.
Additionally to the aerosol optical properties, MACv2-SP prescribes aerosol
effects on the cloud droplet number concentrations N . The latter is induced200
with the prefactor ηN to be multiplied with N in the host model:




ln[1000(τa(φ, λ, t) + τb(φ, λ, t)) + 1]
ln[1000τb(φ, λ, t) + 1]
(3)
The background aerosol optical depth (τb) is a simplified representation that
follows the plume structure for τa to parameterize the aerosol effect on clouds.
Host models can multiply ηN with N in the radiation transfer calculation to
induce a Twomey effect only, e.g., in MPI-ESM1.2, or in the cloud microphysics205
to allow further rapid adjustments of clouds, e.g., in EC-Earth3 used here. Ad-
ditional documentation of MACv2-SP and details on the application in climate
studies is given elsewhere (e.g., Fiedler et al., 2017; Stevens et al., 2017; Fiedler
et al., 2019a).
The new MACv2-SP input data are provided as supplementary material for210
use in climate studies, e.g., in CovidMIP (Lamboll et al., 2021). It covers the
baseline and scenarios that assume recoveries after the COVID-19 pandemic that
intensify the use of fossil fuels, follow a moderate or strong green pathway, and
return to a business as usual pathway after the assumed two-year interruption
by the pandemic in 2020 and 2021.215
2.3. Model experiment design
We estimate the ERF of the anthropogenic aerosol reduction in 2020 and
the ERF spread associated with the recovery scenarios in 2050 from the new











compute the ERF of the anthropogenic aerosols at the top of the atmosphere and220
the surface, i.e., the instantaneous radiative effects plus the rapid adjustments
in the atmosphere.
EC-Earth3 is an Earth system model participating in CMIP6 (Döscher et al.,
2021). EC-Earth consists of an atmosphere and land surface model adapted
from cycle 36r4 of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts225
(ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System (IFS), documented online (ECMWF,
2010a,b, last accessed 4 Jan 2021), coupled to the physical ocean and sea-ice
model from NEMO3.6 (Madec and the NEMO team, 2016), and a river runoff
model based on CaMa-Flood v3.6.2 (Yamazaki et al., 2013). The model grid
chosen here has a horizontal resolution of about 80 km and 91 vertical levels up230
to 0.01 hPa.
The implementation of MACv2-SP in EC-Earth3 is such that the model
accounts for aerosol-radiation interactions and aerosol-cloud interactions, in-
cluding Twomey and cloud lifetime effects (e.g., Fiedler et al., 2019a). Natural
tropospheric aerosols are prescribed with a monthly climatology of pre-industrial235
aerosol optical properties and concentrations representative for the year 1850.
This climatology was produced in an offline simulation of TM5, the atmospheric
chemistry and aerosol component of EC-Earth3-AerChem (van Noije et al.,
2021). TM5 includes contributions from sulphate, black carbon, primary and
secondary organics, sea salt, mineral dust, ammonium, nitrate and methane sul-240
fonic acid. Shortwave radiative effects of tropospheric aerosols are determined
by the combined pre-industrial and anthropogenic contributions to the aerosol
extinction, absorption (single-scattering albedo), and asymmetry factor; their
longwave radiative effects are calculated based on the pre-industrial mass con-
centrations of different aerosol species. Cloud droplet number concentrations245
are calculated from the pre-industrial aerosol number and mass concentrations
following the activation scheme from (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000), and mod-
ified by the anthropogenic enhancement factor provided by MACv2-SP. Both
the cloud droplet effective radius and the rate of autoconversion of cloud liquid











2021). Consequently, the anthropogenic aerosol forcing in EC-Earth3 includes
a contribution from the cloud lifetime or second indirect effect.
Our simulations use annually repeating aerosol optical properties and asso-
ciated effects on clouds for the years 2020 and 2050. We run experiment with
the same setup except for these changes in the anthropogenic aerosols:255
• base: new MACv2-SP properties from the baseline for the year 2020 (2020-
base) and 2050 (2050-base) .
• 2020-blp: new MACv2-SP properties from the two-year-blip for 2020,
• 2050 : new MACv2-SP properties for 2050 from the recovery scenarios
that are either primarily fossil-fuel based (2050-ff ), moderate (2050-mg)260
or strong green (2050-sg)
• pi : without anthropogenic aerosol effects for calculating the ERF in 2020
and 2050 relative to the pre-industrial.
Our setup of these experiments follows Wyser et al. (2020). These are pre-
industrial atmosphere-only experiments, as typical for effective radiative forc-265
ing calculations from contemporary climate model experiments (Pincus et al.,
2016; Fiedler et al., 2019a; Smith et al., 2020). We prescribe annually repeat-
ing pre-industrial boundary conditions like for a piClim-control experiment in
the Radiative Forcing Model Inter-comparison project (RFMIP, Pincus et al.,
2016), i.e., a monthly climatology for sea-surface temperatures and sea ice, here270
calculated from 120 years of the model’s pre-industrial control experiment for
CMIP6. All our experiments are run for 55 years. The first five simulation years
are discarded in our analyses. We compute 50-year averages for ERF, substan-
tially reducing the impact of natural year-to-year variability on the estimate











Table 1: Global means from the new MACv2-SP data and EC-Earth3 experiments. Shown are
the ERF at the top of the atmosphere (ERFTOA) and at the surface (ERFSFC) calculated
against pi as the mean ± 95% confidence interval. (*) marks differences to the baseline that
are statistically significant at the 95 % level.
Experiment τa ηN ERFTOA [Wm
−2] ERFSFC [Wm
−2]
2020-base 0.021 1.060 -0.661 ± 0.087 -1.449 ± 0.047
2020-blp 0.019 1.056 -0.622 ± 0.072 -1.338 ± 0.038 (*)
2050-base 0.019 1.054 -0.631 ± 0.068 -1.324 ± 0.035
2050-ff 0.020 1.057 -0.675 ± 0.081 -1.409 ± 0.041 (*)
2050-mg 0.012 1.038 -0.382 ± 0.080 (*) -0.875 ± 0.036 (*)
2050-sg 0.014 1.040 -0.461 ± 0.069 (*) -0.987 ± 0.039 (*)
3. Results
3.1. Annual means of τa and ηN
We show the global annual means of the anthropogenic aerosol optical depth
(τa) and the prefactor for inducing aerosol effects on clouds (ηN ) from MACv2-
SP in Figure 5. Note that we here show results from the new MACv2-SP280
data derived and provided in the framework of this study, but we only use the
MACv2-SP data for 2020 and 2050 in time-slice simulations with EC-Earth3
later. We find that both τa and ηN clearly reduce during the pandemic, e.g., by
0.002 for 2020 compared to the baseline and by 0.005 compared to 2005. These
translate to a reduction by about 10% and 25% for the global τa in 2020 and285
2050. The associated effect on ηN is consistent with the change in τa, with a
reduction of ηN by 0.004 compared to baseline and 0.017 compared to 2005, i.e.,
a global reduction in ηN by about 0.5–1%. All data sets have the same emissions
for 2015–2023, except the baseline. Hence results from MACv2-SP other than
the baseline are identical with the two-year-blip results for this period (Figure290
5 and Table 1).
The post-pandemic recovery of τa and ηN strongly depends on the scenario.


























Figure 5: MACv2-SP τa in 2015–2050. Shown are the global annual means in (a) the an-
thropogenic aerosol optical depth (τa) at 550 nm and (b) the scaling factor the cloud droplet
number concentration (ηN ) for the scenarios. The pandemic period 2019–2023 is marked with
grey shading. The baseline and two-year blip scenario overlap for 2030–2050. All scenarios
except baseline overlap for 2015–2030. The 2005 value from the historical scaling is marked
as horizontal line.
scenario, larger in the fossil fuel scenario, and substantially smaller for both
green scenarios (Figure 5). By 2050 all scenarios point to a decrease of τa relative295
to 2005, with the strongest reduction in the moderate green not the strong green
scenario. This might be counter intuitive since a stronger green scenario might
suggest cleaner air. The smaller τa in the moderate green scenario is due to the
lower emissions of NH3 compared to the strong green by about -3.5×10−6 kg
m−2 s−1 in 2050, integrated over the globe and sectors. Although the emissions300
of SO2 are smaller in the strong green scenario, the total effect of NH3 and SO2
on the scaling factor Ei (Section 2) leads to a slightly larger τa in the strong
green scenarios.
The assumption of larger NH3 emissions in the strong green recovery scenario
compared to the moderate green recovery scenario is the result of changes in305
the structure of the economy in low emissions scenarios, particularly related to
agricultural practice and energy provision. Stringent emissions scenarios to an
increasing degree rely on more efficient food and biomass production to support
a growing world population while generating low-carbon energy and enable pos-











required to achieve this results in an increase in NH3 emissions. Furthermore,
stringent climate change mitigation scenarios often rely on very high shares of
renewable energy, which have intermittent power generation properties and thus
require energy storage technologies to bridge gaps in supply. One technology
that can store energy across seasons and even multiple years is the production315
of ammonia (Society, 2020). The projected increased use of ammonia, as a fuel
and for energy storage, results in larger projected emissions of NH3 due to leak-
age and due to imperfect transport or storage. Slightly higher NH3 emissions
in the strong green (sg) than the moderate (mg) recovery scenarios are hence
consistent with the general understanding of the technologies and practices that320
would be required for a transformation to a strongly decarbonized society.
3.2. Hemispheric asymmetry in τa
The spatial distribution of τa, measured by the hemispheric asymmetry, is
qualitatively similar across the scenarios, but the magnitudes differ. Figure 6





using the zonal averages τa(φ) at the same geographical latitudes on the northern
(φ) and southern hemisphere (−φ). All scenarios have larger A in the tropics
and sub-tropics than further poleward (Fig. 6), consistent with the CMIP6
scenarios (Fiedler et al., 2019a). For 2030, the fossil fuel and baseline scenarios
have substantially higher A than for 2020. In the middle of the 21st century, A330
in the fossil fuel and baseline scenarios are more similar to each other and close
to A from 2020, consistent with little differences in the spatial distribution of
the emissions.
The temporal behaviour for A in the green scenarios is different to the fossil-
fuel dominated scenarios, i.e., they are close to A from 2020 in 2030, but both335
much lower in 2050. Both green scenarios in 2030 have particularly similar A to
2020 in the tropics and slightly larger differences poleward. In 2050, the green
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Figure 6: Hemispheric asymmetry for MACv2-SP τa. Shown is the hemispheric asymmetry
(A) as function of the sinus of the geographical latitude for (a) 2030 and (b) 2050 for all
scenarios. Baseline and two-year blip are identical for these years. We mark the values of the
two-year blip scenario in 2020 as a reference.
2020, e.g., a reduction by 50% in the maximum around φ = 24◦. This reflects
the decrease in τa due to improved air quality in a green recovery (compare Fig.340
5).
3.3. Seasonal cycle in τa
The month-to-month changes in τa from MACv2-SP is dominated by the
biomass burning seasons. These lead to tropical maxima in τa between July
and October and November and February (Fig. 7a–b). Overall, the seasonal345
and zonal patterns in the two-year-blip scenario and baseline are very similar
(not shown). Note here again that all data sets are identical with the two-year-
blip in 2020, except the baseline.
In 2050, the overall seasonal pattern in τa remains qualitatively similar, but
the magnitudes strongly depend on the scenario. The fossil fuel and baseline350
scenario are very similar (not shown), but the green scenarios show large reduc-
tions in τa relative to baseline (Figure 8a–c). These are primarily projected in
the northern hemisphere equatorward of 50◦N. Here, the strongest reductions
occur between June and October in the moderate green scenario. Again the

















Figure 7: MACv2-SP τa patterns in 2020. Shown are the annual cycles of the anthropogenic
aerosol optical depth (τa) at 550 nm as (a) zonal means and (b) zonal means weighted by τa























Figure 8: MACv2-SP τa patterns in 2050. Shown is the annual cycles of the anthropogenic
aerosol optical depth (τa) at 550 nm as (a) zonal mean for the baseline, and (b–c) difference
of the green scenarios relative to baseline for 2050.
ciated with the larger emissions of NH3 in the strong green recovery leading to
larger τa than for the moderate green scenario.
3.4. Global radiative forcing
We calculate the global ERF of anthropogenic aerosols from our experiments
with the new MACv2-SP data at the top of the atmosphere and at the sur-360
face, ERFTOA and ERFSFC . For 2020, the impact of the reduction in anthro-
pogenic aerosols compared to the baseline is a less negative ERFTOA by about
+0.04 Wm−2 (Table 1). This reduction is small compared to the year-to-year
variability in the model, reflected by the confidence intervals about the mean of
±0.07 Wm−2 to ±0.09 Wm−2 across our ensemble of model simulations. Again365
these estimates are based on fifty years of simulations with annually repeating
aerosol patterns. It will therefore be difficult to disentangle any differences in
the TOA radiation budget due to reductions in aerosols during the pandemic
from differences arising due to natural variability in both observations and small
ensembles of simulations. We identify a larger and statistically significant dif-370
ference in ERFSFC associated with the aerosol reduction during the pandemic
compared to the baseline of the order of 0.1 Wm−2 (Table 1). This implies that
radiation observations at the surface and sufficiently many model estimates for
ERFSFC can be more informative for quantifying the influence of the pandemic
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Figure 9: Probability density function for the global mean ERF in 2050. Shown are the
occurrence frequency of annual mean ERF at (a) the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and (b)
the surface (SFC) for the color-coded scenarios in 2050. ERF is calculated from 50 years
of data from our EC-Earth3 experiments with anthropogenic aerosols (2050-base, 2050-ff,
2050-mg, 2050-sg) against the pre-industrial control experiment (pi).
The spread in ERFTOA of anthropogenic aerosols due to the different scenar-
ios for 2050 is -0.68 Wm−2 to -0.38 Wm−2 (Table 1). Compared to the baseline,
these are differences of +0.05 to -0.25 Wm−2. The least negative ERFTOA oc-
curs for the moderate green scenario, consistent with the lowest τa across the
MACv2-SP data associated with the lower NH3 emissions than in the strong380
green scenario. We obtain ERFTOA of the anthropogenic aerosols for the green
scenarios that are statistically significant different compared to the baseline.
Baseline and the fossil-fuel based scenarios, however, yield very similar ERFTOA
for 2050, consistent with small differences in τa and ηN for the two scenarios
(Figure 9a). The ERFSFC for 2050 is more negative than ERFTOA (Figure 9b)385
and has a smaller 95 % confidence interval of about ± 0.04 Wm−2 compared to
ERFTOA. We therefore find for all scenarios a statistically significant difference
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Figure 10: Differences in effective radiative effects due to the pandemic in 2020. Shown
are differences between 2020-blp and 2020-base for the effective radiative effects in (left) all-
sky (Fall), (middle) clear-sky (Fclr) and (right) cloudy-sky (Fcld) at (top) the top of the
atmosphere and (bottom) the surface. Hatched areas mark regions where the differences are
not statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level.
3.5. Pattern of radiative effects
We assess the spatial distribution of the radiative effects associated with the390
anthropogenic aerosols. To this end, we calculate the effective radiative effects
in all-sky (Fall), clear-sky (Fclr), and cloudy-sky (Fcld) using the relationship:
Fall = (1 − f)Fclr + fFcld, (5)
with the total cloud cover (f). Figure 10 and 11 show the results for the top of
the atmosphere (TOA) and at the surface.
For 2020, we find some evidence for regionally significant differences in the395
radiative effects at TOA associated with anthropogenic aerosol reductions due
to the pandemic. We measure significance at the 95% confidence level. Signif-
icant regional signals at TOA are rare, and primarily limited to Fclr (Figure
10). This is primarily explained by the strong variability of clouds. The differ-
ence in Fclr at TOA indicates less negative radiative effects over some regions,400
e.g., offshore of typically polluted regions in Asia. This is consistent with the











over a dark ocean surface than over a relatively brighter land surface. Less
aerosols during 2020 therefore coincide with a less negative radiative effect of
anthropogenic aerosols over the ocean than over land, seen as positive anomaly405
in Figure 10. At the surface, the regional differences in the described radiative
effects are more pronounced and spatially further extended in Fclr, covering
large parts in Southeast Asia and East Asia both over land and ocean, and are
also seen in Fall for some regions (Figure 10). Surface measurements in these
regions could potentially help to constrain the aerosol effects on climate. Much410
of the radiative effects occur over oceans, where the measurement network is
typically sparse. Efforts to collect necessary observations during this unique
situation could involve sun photometer measurements aboard research vessels
as part of the Maritime Aerosol Network (e.g., Smirnov et al., 2009) and in-
situ measurements aboard aircrafts based on existing expertises (e.g., Zuidema415
et al., 2016).
The scenario differences in the radiative effects at TOA for 2050 are largest
in South, Southeast and East Asia (Figure 11). Here, Fclr shows significant
differences with less negative radiative effects in the moderate green scenario
compared to the baseline by up to 3 Wm−2. This result is in agreement with420
the expectation of less aerosol scattering and absorption associated with the
lower τa. The pattern of Fcld is again more inhomogeneous than Fclr. Scenario
differences for Fcld are again not significant for most world regions. The overall
pattern for Fall differences at the surface is qualitatively similar to TOA, but the
magnitude and spatial extent of significant differences are larger at the surface.425
Based on these results, significant scenario differences for the radiative effects
associated with anthropogenic aerosols are primarily confined to the tropics
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Figure 11: As Fig. 10 but for the differences between the moderate green (2050-mg) against
the baseline (2050-base) scenario in 2050.
4. Discussion and conclusion430
We show the anthropogenic aerosol optical properties and the associated
effect on clouds from MACv2-SP. The new MACv2-SP data is based on the
COVID-19 emission data from Forster et al. (2020a) for use in CovidMIP (Jones
et al., 2021; Lamboll et al., 2021)). Our results point to a reduction in the global
anthropogenic aerosol optical depth by 10% due to the pandemic compared to435
the baseline. Scenarios for the post-pandemic recovery indicate a continuous
increase in aerosols until 2030 in scenarios without more green technologies and a
general decrease in all scenarios for 2030–2050. The spread in the anthropogenic
aerosol optical depth in 2050 is 0.012 (medium green scenario) to 0.02 (fossil fuel
scenario). These values fall within the lower end of the spread in 2050 obtained440
from the original CMIP6 aerosol scenarios (Fiedler et al., 2019b).
First estimates of the effective radiative forcing (ERF) associated with the
new MACv2-SP data are calculated from several hundred years of atmosphere-
only simulations with EC-Earth3. The results highlight a weaker (less negative)
aerosol ERF of the order of 10% during the pandemic relative to the baseline.445
Such small ERF differences require long averaging, hence our 50 years of simu-











for the time of the pandemic is not expected to induce a global climate response
that is clearly detectable in light of model-internal variability. Even regional
radiative effects are rather difficult to detect at the top of the atmosphere. We450
find, however, more significant effective radiative effects at the surface in re-
gions typically more strongly polluted by aerosols. Any attempt to use the
pandemic period to constrain aerosol effects should therefore focus on areas in
South and East Asia, primarily assessing radiative effects at the surface paired
with a validation of the representation of observed regional emissions. This455
may involve station observations for radiation and aerosols, e.g., from aerosol
networks (Xin et al., 2015; Giles et al., 2019). Our experiments suggest that
aerosol radiative effects are expected offshore of land with major pollution in the
past decades. We therefore propose to also use other measurements, e.g., from
sun photometers aboard research vessels or in-situ instruments from aircrafts.460
Measurements outside of clouds might be particularly beneficial, although much
research focuses on aerosol-cloud interactions. Our model results indeed suggest
that there are better chances to obtain a signal in clear-sky conditions at the
surface rather than in cloudy and all sky. We mostly find poor prospects to
measure a meaningful regional effect on clouds due to the strong influence of465
natural variability.
For 2050, we obtain an ERF spread of -0.68 to -0.38 Wm−2 relative to the
pre-industrial, which is less negative than the ERF from the same model for 2005
and 1975 (Fiedler et al., 2019a). These ERF estimates for 2050 fall within the
ERF spread for 2095 associated with the emission pathways from CMIP6 and470
uncertainty in aerosol-cloud interactions (Fiedler et al., 2019b). Interestingly,
the stronger green scenario does not yield the smallest anthropogenic aerosol
optical depth and least negative forcing, but the moderate green recovery does.
This is associated with a relative increase in NH3 emissions due to intense land-
use paired with an energy system primarily relying on renewable sources. Such475
a pathway implies a slightly stronger warming due to weaker aerosol cooling
in the strong green than the moderate green scenario. We expect, however,











Taken together the anthropogenic warming in the strong green scenario is there-
fore expected to be the weakest. Regionally, our simulations suggest the largest480
differences in the aerosol radiative effects across sub-tropical and tropical re-
gions. An interesting, yet difficult question in this context is to what extent
future changes in emissions, and the associated radiative forcing and climate
response, are truly attributed to influences of the pandemic and how much of it
would have occurred for other reasons, e.g., due to policy changes as measure485
for improving air quality and mitigating climate change.
Our global ERF estimates for the anthropogenic aerosols fall within the plau-
sible range of the present-day aerosol ERF (Bellouin et al., 2020) underlining
the still large uncertainty in our understanding of aerosol effects compared to
our ability to estimate a change in ERF from different emission pathways from490
a complex model. We expect that models participating in CovidMIP will show
diversity in their aerosol ERF owing to model-internal variability and model
biases, even when they use the same emissions or MACv2-SP data (e.g., Fiedler
et al., 2019a; Smith et al., 2020). For instance, Weber et al. (2020) point to the
small signal compared to the noise in a complex aerosol-climate model simula-495
tion for spring 2020. Reasons for the model diversity in aerosol ERF include not
only uncertainties in the aerosol parameterizations, but also the ability of the
host model to accurately simulate important processes influencing the aerosol
life cycle and therefore ERF, e.g., the representation of clouds, precipitation,
and circulation. Future research should therefore also address the relative con-500
tributions from host model biases to the model diversity in ERF.
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